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PROFESSOR MAX MULLER AND THE SCIENCE OF
THOUGHT.
BY JOHN CH.^PPELLSMITH.
The
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if
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to;

have

little

influence.

George H. Lewes.

was greatly gratifying to see the doors of The
Open Court thrown open and welcome given to three
lectures on the crowning work of Max Miiller's life,
" The Science of Thought ": viz., On the Identity of
Thought and Language, and on the Simplicity of both.
The province of The Index, I inferred, when established at Toledo, in 1869, was to discuss the problems
of the nature of the World, of Life, and Mind, including the greater problem, the "Mystery of Existence."
When The Index was removed to Boston and it became the special organ of " The Free-Religious Association," I felt assured that my inference was correct.
But it is strange to say that I never saw the name
It

Max

Midler even noticed in The Index, let alone
his continued efforts to elucidate the great biological
questions, as they are now carried on in England and
America, from either a materialistic or an idealistic
of

point of view.

Max

Midler has been showing for more than twensame old problems disquieted not
only all philosophers, but all to whom truth was a
matter of real concern. The problems are still unsolved as to certainty in the evidences of the senses,
ty years that the

of reason, or of faith, in regard to the

end

of

beginning or the
our existence; and as to whether the Infinite is

shadow of a dream, or the substance of all we know.
The same old problems, he says, had exercised the
a

sages of India, the thinkers of Greece, the students of
Rome, the dreamers of Alexandria, the divines and
scholars of the Middle Ages, the Realists and
nalists,

and again the followers

of

Locke and

Nomi-

Hume

with the followers of Descartes and
Never, perhaps, did the pendulum of scien-

in their conflict

Leibnitz.

thought swing so violently from pure spiritualism
pure materialism, as in the middle of the last cen-

tific

to

and of this, in the struggle for primacy between
mind and matter, when materialism seemed to have
gained the upper hand over idealism (Science of

tury,

Thought,

p. 30).

These statements

will
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be regarded as exhibiting
when considered as

a reactionary spirit; they do so,

opposing the gospel of the day, that man is the offspring of a brute, and began as a savage. This consideration brings that gospel into direct conflict with
the fact, that language is thought, and thought is language; and has led to the conclusion, that the real
evolution of the

human mind must be studied in the
Some writers, Max Miiller says,

history of language.

have drawn largely on their imagination in composing
their picture of the human mind; on what it was in
the beginning; and how it became what it is now.
Others have looked among so-called modern savages
for information on the primitive stage of human
thought. Some light has been thrown on this difficult
subject, but

it

amounts

to only a

few more or less

how man came to his senses,
his reason, and language, in fact, to how man came to
be man. The historical development of the human
plausible guesses, as to

mind can be studied only

in the archives of language;
these reach in an uninterrupted line from the latest

thought to the first word ever uttered by our ancestors; and it is in what the human mind has left, that
Max Miiller tries to decipher its true autobiograph}'
(p. 83). Besides the problem of the evolution of mind,
there is that of the evolution of Nature. As the evolution of nature can only be studied in the products,
which nature has left us, so the evolution of mind can
onlj' be studied in those products, which mind has
left us. The earliest products of mind were embodied
in language; therefore, in language the problem of the
origin and growth of mind must be studied.
The
problem of the origin and growth of language and
reason must be studied in the same spirit, that the evolutionists treat the origin of nature.

Now,

if

lan-

guage and reason are identical, if there is not a doubt,
that language had an historical beginning and represents the work of man carried on through many
thousands of years, we cannot, says Max Miiller, avoid
the conclusion that, before those thousands of years,
there was a time when man was without language, and,
therefore, without reason. There is no escape from it.
Other philosophers, who reason fearlessly, have arrived at the

Among

same conclusion

(p. 85).

these philosophers, Spencer,

Haeckel may be placed, but not Darwin.

Huxley and
As regards
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Darwin, Max Mi'iller says he must explain why everything that he has written, has been to support the
theory- of evohition; he has had to protest against
Darwin's interpretation

of that theory.

It is utterly

how a student of the Science of Language can be other than an evolutionist; he has to
deal with evolution from beginning to end (page 89).
The theory of evolution which Max Miiller holds, and
seems more confirmed by every discovery made in the
growth of nature, and in the growth of the human
unintelligible,

mind

as represented in language,

is this,

that evolution

from distinct beginnings, and leads to
Therefore, in the growth of language
distinct ends.
he denies what Darwin denies in the growth of nature
(differing thereby from most Darwinians), viz., in one
uniform beginning of all organic beings from one primordial cell, and all words from one primordial root.
This is not Darwin's doctrine, however of much importance in the present state of philosophic thought.
But the first question must be, not of the possible
transition from non-sentient to conscious and sentient
matter, but with the development of a sentient
into a rational being, or as others would say from an
animal into a man. The whole theory of evolution
ought to rest on the distinction between what is pos-sible and what is not, or rather between what is not
Evolution means
rational and never can be rational.
in both starts

the turning of occult qualities into manifest ones, or

Man may at one
time have been a mute animal, but it does not follow,
that every mute animal may in time become a man,
possible qualities into real ones.

nor that language, in which the evolution of mind is to
be studied, presupposes no more than what exists at
present in every ape (page 89). Max Midler says, he
follows Darwin with all his heart in showing how many
varieties, without necessity, have been raised to the
rank of species or genera. He admires Darwin's great
sagacity in observing the influence which artificial and
natural selection have in producing variation and
making it more or less permanent. Should he, or
some of his followers, maintain that the actual genera
which we see in nature, have, from the days before or
immediately after the creation, proceeded from one
Miiller says he can conceive
primordial moner?
such a theory provided a power of differentiation is
admitted in the germ itself. But what Max Miiller
most admires is what is called Darwin's inconsistency,
but which proves his scientific consciousness, his admitting not one, but a number of progenitors for the
great genera of nature. As he is no longer among us, it
should be shown what he taught, and what is taught
by his followers, who out-Darwin him. Darwin was
opposed to monogeny; he held that there was not in
the beginning one primeval cell, which in time devel-

oped

into every living thing, ' but four or fi\e progeni-

COURT.
and an equal or lesser number

tors for the animal,

A

the vegetable kingdom."

for

celebrated divine told

Darwin, that the conception of the Deity creating a
few forms capable of self-development into other
needful forms, was as noble a conception as that of
creating fresh forms to fill the void caused by the acDarwin says, he sees no "good reation of His laws.
son why his views should shock the religious feelings
of any one."
Max Miiller, at page 105, is inclined to go much
The question is not, whether
further than Darwin.
one conception of the Deity is more noble than another
(how can even a celebrated divine decide that?) but
simply, whether in our conception of creation or
development any extra-natural influence must be admitted.
He says if he interprets Darwin's words
rightly, he seems to be one of those who admit, nay,
postulate some extra-natural cause, however, he may
shrink from asserting anything regarding the mode of
Darwin's books should be read carefully
operation.
from edition to edition. Look at the last words in the
"Origin of Species." "There is a grand era," he
says, "in this view of life with its several powers,
having been originally breathed by the Creator into a
few forms or into one." The words " by the Creator"
were absent in the first edition; why, says Max MiilDoubtless
ler, were the}- added in the later editions?
Why do those who express the highfor a purpose.
est admiration for Darwin, ignore this and similar pasFor instance, Haeckel, the most fiery apostle
sages.
of Darwin in Germany, calls himself a Darwinian, and
yet maintains that in the present state of physiological language, the idea of a Creator, a Master, a Life-

giver, has
dial

form

become
is

entirely unscientific; one primor-

sufficient, a

Max

Moner produced by

self-

page 107, he is not
frightened by Haeckel's views, he has seen such defended from the very first beginning of philosophic
thought by arguments perhaps more powerful than
any adduced by recent philosophers. He admits that

generation.

Miiller

says,

the idea of a creator causes far
it

removes.

rac}'.

He

But what he cares
cannot bear

more

difficulties

for, is historical

to see the

than
accu-

misleading state-

ments according to which two systems of thought, so
diametricall)' opposed on the most momentous questions as Darwin's and. Haeckel's, are allowed to pass
under the name of Darwinism, as for instance in the
Index of August 12, 1886 (Science of Thought, page
107).

The theor}- of the development of all living beings
from inorganic matter is Darwinian rather than Dar-

A discovery as to how inorganic matter could
be changed into organic, would lead to an understandwin's.

ing of the origin of

life;

it

would form the strongest

foundation of the theor}' of development, and Darwin
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would have readily welcomed
ceived

it

it,

could he have con-

possible in the present state of knowledge.

But he could not conceive such possibility. So, while
Darwin abstained, those who out-Darwin Darwin (as
Prof. Romanes says), showed far greater scientific
courage. There is a break in the principle of continuity evidenced in the chasm between the living and
not-living.
Spencer remarks in relation to this difficulty, that scientific discovery is daily narrowing the
chasm. A few years ago it was held that chemical

compounds

similar to organic could not be

Chemists have discovered the art of raising
up complex compounds from simpler, and believe
that they will eventually produce more complex which
Huxley
will give a clue to the lowest forms of life.
says the feat has not been accomplished, but Chemists
will not cease trying.

able pleading, but

How

it is

Max

can

Max

mind the
and reasonings

Midler's

results of all Darwin's observations
show " that the word species is dead."

He

says there

more or less permanent varieties, and
genera; "but species in the old sense of the

are individuals,

there are

word, there are none."

Max

Miiller says,

cies

means.

there

(Science of Thought,

not a real definition of species in

is

p. 575.)

Darwin has never told us what speRead the book from beginning to end;
it.

Jesus, in the flesh, told his disciples that he

more

"had

them, but the)' could not bear it now."
Max Miiller has more to tell the readers, but I fear
they cannot bear it now, perhaps will not. He says
with all his gratitude to Darwin for putting an end to
to

tell

the terrorism of those physiologists

who

raised every

very

variety into a species, and insisted on an independent

detrimental to the discovery of

origin for every variety of living beings, he thinks

Mi'iller

says this

is

be said that the chasm between
inorganic and organic bodies is narrowed, because certain substances have lately been built up in the laboratory which are not organic substances themselves,
truth.
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Abolition of Species," for to

artificial!)-

formed.

COURT.

he would have called the book not the Origin, but the

it

but simplj' secretions of organic bodies? The question
was not whether some of the products turned out of
the laboratory of a living body can be imitated, but

whether such a living organic body can be built up
Max Miiller says he
out of dead organic matter.
should be satisfied with much less. If he gives Spencer carbonic acid and water, will he make starch out
of them? (p. 109.)
It is a violation of the fundamental laws of scientific reasoning to offer such an hypothesis as the real
explanation of the problem of life. Darwin kept clear
from such vain imaginings, from the primitive slime,
from self-generation, from the one primordial cell and
At present, he said, we cannot bridge
all the rest.
over certain chasms, which divide the inorganic from
the organic world, and certain great divisions in the
organic world from each other. Darwin admitted
different beginnings of organic beings, and required
the ancestors of the four great genera of organic beings.
He did not attempt to explain the beginnings,
but used language most widely intelligible, by saying
that " life was breathed into these few forms by the
Creator." The ancestors granted, all the rest becomes
intelligible.
Individuals to be individuals must vary,
and that variation in time may lead to what are called
varieties, what th€ ancients would have called, more
correctly eMi? or species.
But whatever the bundles
of what IS seen are named, they are bundles of man's
own making. The origin of species is in the mind
of man.
A few more words about species or what is
seen.
Max Miiller says, genus and species are both of
our own making, they are concepts. " If Darwin had
studied the history of the word species

*

*

*

*

Darwin "allowed himself

to

be carried away, when he
to man."
Why Darwin,

denied an independent origin
in

addition

to

four progenitors, imagined that

his

man. Max Miiller cansomething in man, which
has not been as fact shows, inherited from a monkey
or any other animal, something of which even the
most rudimentary germs are absent in the whole animal genus, and which has imparted to mana character entirely different from all living beings, namely,
language, why represent him as the descendant of an
unknown, but certainly speechless, ape (p. 158).
there could not be a

not understand.

If

fifth for

there

is

THE ANIMAL SOUL AND THE HUMAN

SOUL.

BV CARUS STERNE.
Translated far

The Open Court

iy vP-l'K.

Ever since a philosophic view of nature has existed, there have been disputes regardinp' "^he relation
It was evof the animal intelligence to that of man.
all those, who believed man
who accorded him an unques-

idently in the interest of
to be of divine origin,

tioned dominion over the brute with the right of immortality and last, but not least the prerogative of
sinfulness

—

—

—

it

was evidently

in their interest to

that the animal possessed either reason or soul.

deny

They

declared both to be the exclusive right of man, and

they thus erected an insurmountable barrier between
man and brute. Aristotle, though believing animals
to be possessed of sensation,

memory and

passion,

them the faculty of reason, and
fact, which made it possible for

nevertheless, denied
it

was

this

latter

Thomas Aquinas

to incorporate Aristotle's

philosophy

Orthodox Christianity. Orthodox
Christianity, therefore, could concede the animal a
into the systems of

material soul perishing with the body, while
for

man
The

it

reserved

the imperishable, immortal soul.
enthusiastic recognition which the philosoph-
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ical

system

of

Descartes met with

circles is explained in the
first

among orthodox

same way;

for Descartes

ventured to declare the animal a perfect machine.

Descartes, also,

was one

tively that the brain

is

of the first to assert posi-

the

organ of

thought

in

man.
He had devoted especial attention to the
unconscious and involuntary movements which follow
in the brute body in answer to
some external
irritation, and which he termed reflex motions; and
he was convinced that everything in the animal
body occured according to mechanical laws. We
can observe similar involuntary movements in ourselves.
Nor need we resort to abnormal cases, in
which illness or an operation, as in Goltz's frogexperiment
has severed the connexion between
the brain and the spinal column, when the creature
under treatment, though completely bereft of sensation in the feet, nevertheless, when tickled under
the soles, unconsciously moves them; for the human
body in its normal state of health affords us innumerable examples.
"If our best friend," says Descartes, "who, we are
quite certain, will never strike us in the eye with his
fist, acts as if he meant to do so, we cannot, despite our
greatest efforts, keep our eyes open at the moment of
the blow; the mechanism of the body is thus even
stronger than the will." We know that we are unable
to suppress the desire to cough, sneeze, etc., caused by
irritation of the mucous membranes; we can scarcely
betimes resist the necessity, coming from within, to
laugh or to scream.
Entirely beyond the control of our consciousness
and will are the movements of the breath, the beating
of the heart, the organs of digestion, etc., which act
with mechanical regularity systems, which appear to
be mutually interdependent, but which are entirely independent of that which we call thought, consciousness, soul.
The originator of the newer philosophy,
with the logic peculiar to his system, then concludes:
animals are nothing more than well-built machines.
The most orthodox people of the time accepted
this assumption of the master, without considering
the doubtful conclusions which must follow.
The
great Leibnitz was one of his most faithful and confiding supporters, and the more than orthodox Jesuit
monk, Malebranche, was his enthusiastic disciple. It
cannot be denied that in the animal body all the functions fit and co-operate with the precision of a ma,

—

—

same is the case in
proper reasoning were employed, the same
conclusion must be applied to him. To reach this
chine, but they forgot that the

man, and

if

was evidently necessary to possess a
knowledge of the human body, in addition to a little boldness and freedom from prejudice.
The first who unhesitatingly did so, and publicly exconclusion,

more

it

perfect

COURT.

pressed his opinion upon the subject, was the French
physician and philosopher

La

Mettrie,

whom

Frederic

the Great invited to his court, and so greatly hon-

ored and respected, that, upon his early death, he de-

him an original oration in memoriam,
which he delivered in the academy of which La Mettrie had been a member.
This intellectual physician,
from his observations in the sick-room, was firmly
dicated to

convinced, that Descartes's assertion also applied to
man, and he published his view in a brightly written

book entitled " L'homme machine" (Man a machine).
He adopted the view of Descartes and Leibnitz, that
the animal body could be compared to a clock with
innumerable wheels and springs, which was wound up
and kept going by the food it assimilated; and he
believed that in

human

this

respect

the

relation

of

the

animal body is no different than, for
instance, the relation of an astronomical chronometer
to a Black Forest clock, or the relation of the automaton of Vaucanson to the movable figures on a handAlthough, in doing so, he merely gave exorgan.
to the

pression to the secret convictions of older philosophers, and anticipated those of a large majority of

contemporaries, partly, because they
were angered by his derision, and, partly, because
they were disturbed in their calm belief, hated him,
and they spared no effort to calumniate the memory
of this, the first prophet of the modern materialistic
school.
Even the French encyclopedists, who said
posterity, his

essentially the

same thing

in other words, joined in the

general condemnation. His death, which was caused by
too liberal an indulgence in a probably underbaked

which he partook at the board of the
French ambassador in Berlin, furnished a most weltrufHe-pie, of

come excuse

to declare the gay,

but in his conduct

ever irreproachable man, a non plus ultra of debauchery, immorality,

impiety and wickedness.

recently that the character of

more than draw the

correct

La

Mettrie,

It

who

is

but

did no

and inevitable inferences

from the Descartes theory regarding animals, has
been cleared from the marring blots which religious
bigotry and philosophical fanaticism had cast upon
it; and some years ago Dubois Reymond held an ef-

academy in defense of
much-condemned philosopher.
The calculation of the Cartesians, that they would

fective oration in the Berlin

the

man from

similar comparisons by attributing
which animals are without, was evidently an error. For upon close investigation we find
this soul so closely and inseparably interwoven with
the mechanism of the body, that it cannot be parted
therefrom without being injured. There are innumerable actions, apparently regulated by the will, but

protect
to

him

a soul,

in reality entirely

independent of it. If, when falling, we
hands to break the force of the fall,

carefully extend our

j
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this occurs quite involuntarily,

that

we

did

so.

But many

and we

scarcel}'

know

of our intentional actions

occur under a similar coercion, and finally it becomes
extremely difficult to decide just where " freewill " begins in man. The closest self-observation and all the
conning of philosophicallj'-inclined heads have not
been able to determine whether man really possesses a
free will; and very profound thinkers have emphaticWithout doubt the physical actions
ally denied it.
are being constantly regulated by the central organs
in which all external influences meet; but not less

frequently

it is

evident that the body

is

commanding

and the mind is obeying. This co-operation becomes
most instructive when we observe how that which is
mentally acquired, is finally absorbed into the automatic mechanism of the bod}'. " Our animal," as the
brilliant Xavier de Maistre termed the human body,
cannot without due trouble learn to talk, write, work,

But when the muscles are once
accustomed to it, the mind, having done its duty, can
be dispensed with, and our animal " walks quite unconsciously, and dances and plays the piano entrancingly; yes, there are said to exist automatons even so
accomplished, that, like the machines of Kempele and
Vaucanson, they can chatter a whole evening, and
write thick volumes without any thought whatever.
play the piano,

etc.

'•

In

all

similar accomplishments, the mentally acquired
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endeavors to convince his friends and disciples that,
for moral reasons, they ought not to eat meat.
He
says that we regard all human beings as related to us,
firstly, because they are all of similar descent, and
then, because of the similarity in the build of the body,
in food and in customs. But animals are of the same
origin, possess a like physical constitution, like feel-

ings, desires, passions, aye,

even

like sicknesses, as

The

man.

souls of different animals vary just as do
" Now,"
their bodies, but in principle they are alike.

he continues, "

customs are the result

of mental and
animals think, and
in their descent and manner of bringing up,
if

physical constitutions, and

only differ

then

creatures are related to us and of the

all living

same

all

if

origin; they all possess the

trition;

they

same system of numind and

as Euripedes says, have a

all,

red blood, proving our mutual parentage of heaven

and earth."
This emphatic declaration
ship of

all living

out parallel in

of the. natural relation-

beings to each other,

all

is

almost with-

ancient literature, and most excel-

lently this enthusiastic defendant of oppressed animal-

creation continues to prove that animals see, hear,

smell and taste just as

man

does, and in

many

cases

are endowed with senses far more acute than ours.
" The differences of organism," he says, " may create
differences of sensation and thought, but they cannot

has been absorbed into the physical automatism, and
this transition is the great stumbling-block in the

alter the soul-life

whole question.
Far be it from us to consider the comparison of a
man with a machine a justifiable one, but we think
we have shown how unjustifiable and even dangerous
it is to attempt to apply this comparison to an animal.
In order to avoid such unsuitable and irrelevant
comparisons, we can do nothing better than to accord
to the brute a higher place and a small share of the
mental capacity of which we are so proud; otherwise
our undeniable relation to the brute would necessarily
debase us to its own level. Among the ancients, already, those who denied that the animal possessed
sense and reason, were opposed by a large number of
Parmenides, Empephilosophers and naturalists.

but not to a positive non est, saying that we possess
With the same right with which
it, but they do not."
we deny that animals possess reason. Porphyrins sar-

docles, Democritus, Anaxagoras, Strabo, .^Enesidemos,

many other philosophers taught that the
animal draws conclusions and treasures experiences
very similarly to man, and also some Christian ecclesiastic authors, such as Arnobius, Lactantius, and
others agreed with this opinion.
Even in more modern times, there is perhaps no
philosopher or naturalist who has been warmer in his
defense of the animal against imdervaluation and depreciation, and who has more strikingly brought out
its similarity to man, than the Neo-platonic philosopher Porphyrins, in a very fine treatise, in which he
Plutarch and

kill sensation.

any more than they can expunge or
may then accede to a more or less,

We

Gods might deny that we possess
because they are far more intelligent than we are.
Neither Giordano Bruno, who in his treatise on
the " Cause, the Principle and the One," made similar observations regarding the relation of the animal
to the human soul, nor Rorarius, who, although he
was nuncio to Pope Clemens VII., wrote an excellent
book in much the same spirit, gave better illustrations of the striking similarity between the animal and
the human intelligence, than did Porphyrins almost a
thousand years before. Yes, it almost seems as if he
were addressing one of our worthy contemporaries,
who disputes the similarity in the mental processes of
castically adds, the
it,

man and

brute,

— when he says:

"

How

absurd

it is

to

say that animals do not experience joy, have no sentiment, know no fear, make no resolutions, are devoid

—

memory; but that the bee only "apparently" remembers, the swallow "apparently" makes a resolution,

of

the lion "apparently " possesses sentiment, the deer
" apparently " is timid.
I wonder what thej' would

say

if

some one were

to assert that animals do not rethey only " apparently " hear and
" apparently " see, only " apparently " talk, in

ally see or hear, that
onl}-

THE OPEN
fact,

they do not really live at

rently " live."

There

is

all,

but only " appa-

a bitter but well-founded

COURT.

existence of

God

— that

under penalties."

present day.

man
To

be contintud.)

ist

AN ENGLISH MONIST: PROF. SEELEY OF OXFORD.
BY XENOS CLARK.

A

II.

NEW VIEW OF

ATHEISM.

previous essay the views on theism which

In a

Prof. Seeley sets forth in his

Natural Religion, were

word may now be

said as to his treatment

outlined; a
of atheism,

manner

a topic which he handles in a

almost startling for its originality, and for the new
outlook opened before the unsuspecting reader, who
perhaps has begun the subject with gloomy anticipations

old-fashioned,

the

of

conventional

invective

Of invective there is enough, of a
in a quite new
it is employed
The Abuse of the Word "Atheism" is the
manner.
title of the chapter, and it is the author's object to
show that men apply the word in question wrongly,
and that it is this mistaken use of the word which
feeds the common belief that atheism is on the increase.
Let us not be frightened, Prof. Seeley says at
the beginning, by the terrific things said, and the terFor it
rific controversies waged on this dread subject.
has often been remarked of theological controversies,
that they are never conducted more bitterly than
when the difference between the rival doctrines is
small.
This is nearly correct, but not quite; our author adds: "If you want to see the true white heat of
controversial passion if you want to see men fling
away the very thought of reconciliation, and close in
internecine conflict, you should look at controversialists
who do not differ at all, but who have adopted different words to express the same opinion." This being
so, it may be well before condemning atheism indiscriminately, to inquire carefully just what it is, and
what it is not, and it possibly will turn out that some
things commonly given this name are worthy things
and undeserving of the appellation, while other things
not given the name ought to be doubly marked with it.
For what is atheism ?
It is, says the author of
Natural Religion, but another name for feebleness.
against disbelief.

reasonable kind, but

,

It is

not the

name

— for

for a

wrong

belief,

but for absence

weakness of mind which cannot
hold any positive view about the universe.
Freeof belief

that

thinking, therefore,

is

not atheistic, because

positive belief, nor Science, for
atheist, in the

who

it

it

has a

has likewise.

"An

proper sense of the word,

is

not a

man

disbelieves in the goodness of God, or in his dis-

tinctness from Nature, or in his personality.
disbeliefs

may be

in the

as serious in their

way

These

as atheism,

This

is

a disbeHef in

the

a disbelief in any regularity

is,

man must conform

universe to which a

irony in these words, which, incredible though it may
seem, are applicable to animal-psychologists of the
(

Atheism

but they are different.

is

very

clear.

The

panthe-

then, the rationalist, the positivist, the

— none of these can be

himself

scientific

atheists, for they believe in

man must
conform himself under penalties."
We must notice
that God, in Prof. Seeley's dialect, is not an exalted
personage, surrounded by angels, who dwells somewhere in the empyrean; he is the great, and good and
guiding influence in tHe Universe is law, unity, human progress, " any regularity to which a man must
conform himself under penalties." This is God; and
a disbeliever in God is one who acknowledges no such
a " regularity in the Universe, to which a

—

influence.

We

may pause here

moment

to inquire what is
newly defining atheism,
in a way which seems to withdraw much of the old terror
from the word? Is it merely a cheap trick — a turning of
the tables on the theologians a scheme to soften the
infidel's thorny seat ?
No one who has read the book

a

Prof. Seeley's object in thus

—

will believe so.

The author

is

too earnest, too devout,

too tolerant a writer for such a device;

with a far-reaching purpose
not

destructive;

— a purpose

and we see

he

is a

man

constructive,

that he appeals

to

thoughtful men, not to the rabid mob, whose concepintellectual progress is throwing mud and
smashing windows, and whose estimate of a book's
value rises with the number of cheap jibes it contains.
Since, then, Prof. Seeley does not address radicals, but
liberals, what is the animating purpose in his treatment of atheism? It is, I think, to clear away the burden of petty considerations which weigh down this
subject. We all know great and good men with characters rich in every highest effort, who walk through
we have known also puny,
life branded as atheists;
and in
shrunken, conventional lives called theistic
our hearts, whatever the lips may say, we never
doubt which of these two classes really lives nearest
The church declares the former lost, the latto God.
ter saved; but we know what our hearts think; and
now. Prof. Seeley seems to come and say, in his fine,
strong way, let us say what our hearts think. But,
he seems to say also, let us not repeat the mistake of
the churches' and, siinply reversing their method,
call everything atheistic, excellent, and everything
Rather than that, we should inquire
theistic, vile.
how it was the churches fell into so great an error, and

tion of

,

then seek to avoid similar ones. Doubtless they fell
into it through clinging to a conventional idea of God,

adopted from the past, and therefore ill-suited to the
present which they nevertheless insisted must suffice
The great need, then, is to broaden
for the present.
the idea of God. Has nothing great or good come into
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?
Let men
Godlike in that, and name it
such.
The contrary course has too long prevailed.
Scientific men, accepting the designation of atheists,
given them b)' the church, have hardened themselves
the greatest deprivation they
to life without a God
could know, and one unnecessary in their case, as we
have seen. To rectify this mistake of the churches,
to show such men that they are not atheists, but still
have a Deity, is Prof. Seeley's main purpose, I think,

the world since the

seek, then, for

what

Bible was written

is

—

in the

chapters of his inspiring book.

But

if,

sense, so

tomed

new and broad and deeper
men have been accus-

then, in this

many

things which

to call atheistic, are not really

the reader

may

name may be

such,

whatever

ask, anything

rightly applied?

to

is

there,

which the

Yes; there are

many

atheism
as the failure to recognize any dominant order or
power in the Universe, it is clear, in the first place, that
the head-strong and self-willed person is an atheist.
"Not to recognize anything but your own will; to

Returning

such things.

to the definition

of

you only will
if
acknowledge no superior power
outside j'ourself, which must be considered, and in
some way propitiated, if you would succeed in any
willfulness, or in
undertaking;
this
is complete
And Prof. Seeley gives
other words, pure atheism."
fancy anything within your reach
strongly enough,

to

for an instance of

who "expiates

this the case of

unhappy Poland,

the crime of atheistic willfulness

—the

fatal

pleasure of unbounded individual liberty, which

rose

up against the

Then again

verj'

nature of things."

the Philistine, the little-minded man,

no matter what his creed, is an atheist. A wrong belief about God is not necessarily atheistic, but a puny
any petty belief is, because it is really no belief at all.
This class, the Philistines, constitute the large populations, the thriving communities of the world; they
are the people who think of God only on Sunday, and
then merely in a conventional way; their life consists
of details, their thoughts never seem to respond to
the ennobling influence of laws and principles, "their
homel}' talk never willingly travels beyond what time
the train starts, and whether it happened on Monday
or Tuesday."
All such are atheists.
When the French Revolution flamed through
France, who were the true atheists? Not the Revolutionists, who had a strong and energetic belief, but
the crowd of Voltairian Abbes-cynics, good-livers,
priests, performing the services of a religion in which
they had lost all genuine faith with which their connection had become merely conventional.
Such
prieslly forms of atheism are common in the present

—

time,

when

so

many

ministers of the gospel find

undermined, and yet cling to the old forms.
Trusting thus neither the old or the new, their lives
their faith
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become

" In the

cynical and hollow.
ardor
have pushed into the foreground all
the weakest parts of their creed, and have learnt the
habit of asserting most vehemently, just what they
doubt most, because it is what is most denied. As
their own belief ebbs away from them, they are precluded from learning a new one, because they are too
deeply pledged. As their advocacy grows first a little
forced, they by degrees become consciously hypocritical, until in the end they secretly confess themselves
to be on the wrong side; what a moral dissolution!
Henceforth, they see in the universe nothing but a
chaos.
They are atheists, without a God, because
without a law. Such men may often be noted among
the most intelligent adherents of aspiring causes."
These —the self-willed man, the Philistine, the
are apt to

of conflict they

priestly sceptic

—are some instances

given by our author.

And he does

of true

atheism,

not pause with

these.
Every trite and shallow and useless existence
he would call atheistic the lounger, the cynic, the
Utopian, the enrag^ whoever sees no dominant power
and order in the universe, and finds no serviceable
work to do for its sake.
As Atheism is but another name for feebleness, so
the universal characteristic of belief. Prof. Seeley says,
is energy.
He who has a faith is twice himself. Just
as atheism does not consist in a wrong belief about
the universe, but in the absence of any substantial belief whatever, so theism "consists not. in possessing a
true, or meritorious, or consoling theory, but simply
He who has
in possessing a theory of the Universe.
such a theory acts with Confidence and, decision; he
who has no such theorj' is paralyzed." So rude a the-

—

ory of the universe as

—

Mohammed's, restored

a scat-

tered nation to unity and power; so harsh and unconsoling a one as Calvin's has given vigor

and heroism

thousands of its votaries. And here we turn to
No, for it recognizes
Science.
Is Science atheistic?
a dominant order or power in the Universe. Although
Science does not find in Nature any special benevto

olence toward
of a future life

man — although

—

still it

it

finds there little

does not follow that

its

hope

votaries

are not theologians, and it is quite clear that their theology gives them energy. Many other theologies, beAnd alsides Science, have admitted no future life.

though Science does not believe that Nature is benevolent, "yet it has all the confidence of Mohammedans
This is because it believes that it unor Crusaders.
derstands the laws of Nature, and that it knows how
Not
to deal so that Nature shall favor its operations.
by the Sibylline books, but by experiment; not by
supplications, but by scientific precautions and operations, it discovers and propitiates the mind of its
Deity.

The

conclusion, then,

is

cheering.

Science

we
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is not irreligion, but a different kind of religion; a
kind not always inspiring perhaps, but still a religion.
And as to "atheism, that demoralizing palsy of human

see,

nature, which consists in the inability to discern in the

Universe any law by which human life may be guided,
is, in the present age, less danger than ever, and
it is daily made more and more impossible by science
there

itself."

have intentionally quoted very freely from Prof.
No other manner of presentation could do
justice to his notable book, in which the manner of
writing is as significant as the matter. And, instead
of attempting a summary of the whole volume, which,
crowded as it is, with fresh and original thought,
would have been impossible, I have taken the alternaI

Seele3^

tive course of presenting with

some

fullness, the

au-

two main points: on theism and on
His position on
atheism, in their relation to Science.
these points, as will have been seen, is thoroughly monistic; i. e., he finds in that order and oneness of the
Universe, which science has made evident to man, the
Deity and the religion of the future. This idea, and
cognate ones, are developed through a series of pregnant chapters. They are entitled: God in Nature;
The Abuse of the Word "Atheism"; The Words
"Theology" and "Religion"; Three Kinds of Religion;
Natural Religion in Practice; Religion and the World;
Religion and Culture; Natural Christianity'; Natural Religion and the State; Natural Religion and the Church.
But every reader should know the book at first
hand. Written by one of the most eminent of Enand
glish scholars, who had previously surprised
charmed his contemporaries with his ^^ Ecce Homo" it
is one of those works which really effect something.
Every page gives evidence of the incisive thinker in
thor's views on

touch with
also of the

all

the influences of

humane and

modern thought; but

cultivated scholar, gladly cog-

nizant of what history has already done for the

To

those

and

ing,

little to

those whose lofty ideal

little

of

mean-

the intel-

post themselves on the street-corners
and pass their time tweaking off the hats
Fortunately, these two
of the clergy as thej' pass.
classes, or this one, for they are identical, are on the
wane; and there could be no better evidence of the
fact, than the appearance in the field of liberal literature, of such solid and scholarl)' works as Natural
lectual life

is to

of literature,

Religion.

ECONOMIC CONFERENCES.
BV WHEELBARROW.
I

hail

it

as a healthy sign that the political

created by the " Labor

" agitation

unrest

has weakened the

division-wall between capital and labor in

then they reproach him for his fantastic visions of a
new and impossible society. They decline to guide
the people right and then complain

Chicago;

because others

guide them wrong.

When the wild and irrational tactics of the Trades
Unions alarmed Great Britain fifty-five years ago,
Macauley warned the ignorant rich, and the luxurious
rich that because of their neglect the poor had fallen
under evil guidance, and he adapted the parable of
Gotham to the social condition of England. The trees
having decided to elect a King, the vine would not accept the office because of its cheeriness, and the olive
would not because of its fatness, and the fig-tree would
not because of its sweetness; so the bramble was
anointed King, and out of the bramble came the fire
that devoured the Cedars of Lebanon.

race.

who fetfl that history has done nothing for
who would sweep the board clean and begin

—
— Natural Religion indeed will have

the race

anew

and let us hope that in due time the wall will be shaken
down. At last some of the just and more enlightened
men of the wealthy class hold out their hands to the
laborers and say, " Come let us reason together."
This
invitation has been accepted, and the result is an interchange of opinions through the medium of " Economic Conferences," where all sides may be heard.
That we are in a state of social war is due largely
They have made themselves a
to the ignorant rich.
caste having rights, to whom the poor are a caste owing
duties.
The rich who are not ignorant must also bear
They have wrapped thema part of the responsibility.
selves in pleasure, and have avoided the meetings
and discussions of the working men. They have abandoned the laborer to his errors, and made an enemy of
him who might have been a friend. They have shorn
the locks, and put out the eyes of Samson, but his arms
clasp the pillars of the temple.
They have left the
working man to his passions and allowed him to become the spoil of demagogues and blind leaders of the
blind.
They refuse to meet the laborer in debate, and

I

greet these conferences as a truce to barbarian

methods on both sides, to the vengeance of the bomb,
and the vengeance of the gallows. There are moral
forces throbbing in the rich and poor alike, and out of
Physthese forces all measures of reform must come.
ical and intellectual powers make changes, but only
moral forces make reforms. It is not true that in this
land we have reached the alternative between anarchy
in

robes and anarch}' in rags.
In the " Conference " course the opening was given

to

the working men,

and the

first

lecture

was by Mr.

Geo. A. Schilling, an eloquent man and a leader in the
" order."
His theme was " The Objects of the Knights
The hall was crowded, and the audience
of Labor."
was highly charged with mental and spiritual elecThe positive and negative elements of oppostricity.
ing social forces were under very active excitement,
while the banker and the blacksmith, the millionaire
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and laborer jostled each other in their eagerness to
hear a
Knight " of the latter day crusade which is to
rescue the hoi}' land from lords, rents, mortgages, and
'•

monopolies, a soldier in the chivalry of labor. It reminded me that when I was a jouth in England, it

became the fashion for earls and barons and
bishops to come to the Mechanics Institutes and lecture
to the working men.
They spoke to us with a patronizing air, and we listened with humility as became our
lower station. At Mr. Schilling's lecture I was glad to
see that neither " order " was disposed to ask or offer
patronage. The genius of the occasion was democratic
and its influence was good.
suddenly'

Mr. Schilling spoke as an advocate, and \et he declared himself opposed to

He

of the order.

of

among
their own

sential claims.

He was

wisdom

of the especial objects

the Knights themselves as to

opinion existed
the

some

confessed that radical differences of
constitution in

some

of its es-

himself an extreme individual-

opposed to the theor}- and doctrine of state socialism on which the order itself was built. He would restrict, and not extend the powers of government. More
dangerous to the order than the men within it of oppoist,

site

opinions, are the thousands of

have no opinions

at

all.

From

its

all

members who

this

it

is

easy to
In the

predict the early dissolution of the society.

must give way to more
scientific agencies; to a higher order of Knighthood
able to contend with the actualities of life, and to musevolution of organized labor

ter into service all the

Mr. Schilling

much

is

moral forces of the time.

an enthusiast, and his argument had

of the strength

and some

long to enthusiasm.

Wendell

it

weakness that bereminded me of the

of the

Parts of

it

I heard long ago.
He said, " The
few agitators will not abolish popular disThis is true, because the discontent will re-

Phillippics

hanging

of a

content."

main so long as the reason for it remains. John Ball
organized the Knights of Labor in England five hundred years ago. The government hung John Ball, but'
the Knights had more necks than the government had
ropes, and the order in some form or other has lived on
to this day.
The weakness of Mr. Schilling was his
apology

for

the

exclusive,

aristocratic,

monopolistic

which actuates the Knights of Labor. It is
no excuse that the working man, suffering under a
sense of wrong, his home forever haunted by the ghost

principle

of hunger, has a right to clutch at the

law of

self pres-

and shut his fellow craftsmen out of that part
of the labor market where his own muscle is offered for
sale.
He has no such right, and the assertion of it has
ever been the weakness of the Trades Unions, and the
ervation,

Knights
and like
failure

of

Labor.

The Exclusion

ever}' other injustice

upon

its

wings.

it

principle

carries

is

unjust,

punishment and

Labor statesmanship,

like all

other statesmanship must stand on a moral foundation,

or

it
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not permanently stand.

will

The

objects of the

Knights of Labor cannot be separated from their methand they must all be criticised together.

ods,

Among the objects of the
"The greatest good for

Knights of Labor was

the greatest number,"
and Mr. Schilling's own defense was evidence that in
the mathematics of the Knights the greatest number is
this:

number

one.

It

is

a deceitful phrase always used to

cloak the tyranny of those
greatest number."

In

such principle, because
outside the

who

claim to act for " the

political morality there
it

Common Weal;

is

no

implies a smallest

number

number

entitled

a smallest

never see this popular bit
of sophistr}' without looking behind it for some injusSlavery
tice which it covers, and I generally find it.
only to the smallest good.

I

used to be justified for ' the greatest good of the greatnumber," and in the present case the sentiment is
used to excuse practices which in themselves are indeest

which arrest liberty, which
one man and idleness for another, which
are supposed to make high wages for the " Knight,"
and low wages for the churl. I advise the Knights to
erase that false motto from their coat of arms, and substitute for it " the greatest good for all."
Mr. Schilling claimed, and with success, that the
use of machiner)' in the mechanic arts and the subdivision of hard hand and brain labor into easj' elements
had changed industrial conditions and had silently
fensible, harsh regulations

make work

worked a

for

social revolution in 50 )'ears; a revolution in

which the working men had altogether the worst of it,
and whereby capital had multiplied its power; a revolution by which the master has become a more and
more intelligent energy, and the workman a more and
more unimportant and unintelligent hostler, harnessing
and unharnessing, driving, and grooming the machine.
Of the multiplied product the greater part had gone to
the owner of the machine, and very little to the hostler.
This was not the exact language of Mr. Schilling but it
was the substance of his claim, and I think he was right.
Ingenious machinery has broken up several of the mechanic trades into separate bits of work, each one of
them requiring very little strength and very little skill.
Where formerly twenty men made twenty watches, each
man making one, twenty girls will now make two hundred watches in twenty separate parts. The girls simply tend the machines whose cunning fingers make the
wheels, and springs, and all the inside works with a
delicacy and precision that human fingers cannot imitate.
The shoemaker is becoming extinct like the InThe shoes are made in parts by different madian.
Furniture is made in the same way, and cabichines.
net making will soon be among the forgotten arts.
This evolution of industry is the puzzle of economics,
That this multiplied product is
the despair of politics.
It is immensely for the
a blessing to mankind is true.

"
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good

greatest

smallest

of the greatest

number, but there

number stunned and bewildered by

lution claiming that society has abolished

its

is

a

the revo-

means

of

and giving back to it no compensation out of
the increased abundance.
That society will adapt itself
in time to the changed conditions is true, but while society is doing it two million willing hands are reaching
out for work and unable to obtain it.
existence,

know

I

is fairly

the claim

is

made

that the increased product

divided, although not equally divided and that

the working

men

greater share of

are getting absolutely

it

and

than capital receives.

relatively a

Mr.

Edward

Atkinson asserts that the rate of wages has been increasing absolutely in more money, and relatively in lower

what the workman has to buy. He proves it by
His figures are fallacious, for
the problem is not the rate of wages and the price of provisions to the man in work, but the puzzle is this, what is
the rate of wages of the man who is earning nothing?
And what is the cost of provisions to the man who is not
getting any wages at all?
The million or two of willing
workers who are not able to obtain work is a factor in
the problem that confuses the statistics, and gives a
moral contradiction to the mathematical proof. Labor
is not prosperous wherever there is an over-production
of men.
While our moralists and statesmen stand baffled and
dumb in the presence of this ugly fact, is it any wonder
prices for

the statistics of 60 years.

that untaught laborers blunder in their statesmanship
Is it any wonder that like the fly in the spider's
web they entangle themselves more and more in their
efforts to be free?
Must we expect more wisdom in
them than in their masters? More virtues too? They
will struggle for better things.
They may not struggle

too?

wisely, but they will not

vicious help

them

lie

down.

to better plans.

If

their plans are

Society must learn

that moral consequences are not |to be evaded,

that justice

how

must be done.

precarious

is

make

they

scarcity

how

to the passers-by, but we must not expect such
calm philosophy as that from the American workingman.
"The Earth is the Lords, and the fullness thereof ;"
and according to the Knights of Labor it belongs to all

his creatures.

marched

Literally, they

want the Earth, and

this

endorsed by Mr. Schilling. He is opposed to
the private ownership of land, or as he called it the
monopoly of land. He contended that all the people

in

the Blaine procession.

men and

telegraph

men and

Had

all

the rest of

in the line we should have seen at once
hopeless would be any attempt to " turn the rascals

And it is a curious phenomenon in this country
"
that the " ins " are always the rascals and the " outs
out."

the honest men.

suffer,

window

is

carriers

them joined

into soup to-morrow," says the turtle in the restaurant

claim

on the principle that government becomes
its power, and for the further
reason that government is not able to work as efficiently
and cheaply as private individuals can. The whole
question is one of expediency rather than of principle
and depends greatly on the conditions that surround
the government, and on the elements that comprise it.
In this country the scheme would be a good thing for
" the party in power."
It would make the tenure of
office permanent, and settle the question of civil service
At the last presidential election all the mail
reform.
despotic in proportion to

Working men begin to see
They begin to see how

their bread.

banks, boats, bridges, gas

terprises,

the railroad

and raise prices. In the midst of the
and the greater ills that threaten them
it is folly to expect that working men will quietly lie
down and patiently await their doom. " I shall be made
ills

roads, canals, telegraphs,

works, water works. Express Companies, and other en-

and

easy it is to "lock them out " whenever the " trust
they are working for chooses to " shut down " in order
to

should have free access to the land, and that mines
ought never to be private propert)'. He said if the
coal mines of Pennsylvania had not been owned by a
few rich barons the strikes would not have occurred.
Perhaps the strongest point in his lecture was this, and
the strength of it was due not so much to its abstract
merit as to the fact that the avaricious combinations of
mine-owners increase the price of coal, while their absolute control of the markets enables them to " lock
out " the miners at any time when they want to stiffen
prices by making scarcity.
Land ownership "although
its abuses may be modified can hardly be abolished.
Give a man free access to the land and the very day he
applies his labor to it, he becomes entitled to some security for its permanent possession, and ownership is
nothing more than that. Ownership of land has always
developed the free spirit of a people, and it may be
doubted whether it is possible to abolish the freehold
without abolishing freedom too.
Mr. Schilling was opposed to the demand of the
Knights of Labor that the capricious power called
"Government" should own and operate all the rail-

In
ter

some respects

the Knights of

Labor builded

bet-

than they knew, and better than they ever meant to

For instance in the demand that women shall
have equal rights with, men for equal work. This has
build.

come

to

mean not

women to equal
women to earn wages

only the right of

wages, but the equal right of

wherever they can, and this meaning is given to the
claim by many of the Knights, perhaps by a majority of
them now. It was not so intended at the beginning.
Behind the fair face of it was concealed a sinister deThe intention of it was, though all the Knights
sign.
may not have known it, to draw the line between men.
and women at the sewing machine, and to drive the

THK
women back behind

It was thought that if
wages could be enforced, employers would say, " well, if we must pay the same
wages to women as to -men, we may as well have men."
Some of the Knights have a hope that such will be the
effect of it )'et, but most of them are now, as a few of
them have always been, sincere in their claim of equality

demand
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parties are in error.

The

Bible although not

and the lighter mechanical trades that

is from a human
and secular standpoint the grandest and sublimest
book we have. Compare it with the sacred books of
other nations, with those books which are the old storehouses of ethical, religious and mythological ideas.
Compare it with the Koran, with Hesiod's Cosmogony,
or the Voluspa of the Northern Edda, or the ZendAvesta, or even the Vedas and the Buddha Gospels.
What impartial judge would not give preference to the

possible to turn

Bible?

this

for

for equal

women.

trenched

Besides, the

women

are so strongly in-

the professions, the clerical employments,

in

it would be imthem out. In this, as in some other
things, the order has had an educational influence on its
members. Its successor, for it will have a successor,
will abandon many of its claims and dogmas as gladly

men discard old boots that never fitted them. The
new order will be wiser and better than the old one.
The mi,ans by which the Objects of the Knights of
as

Labor are

to

be achieved according to Mr. Schilling,

are Agitation, Education,

and Co-operation.

only room for a remark on the Education plan.

Mr. Schilling was asked
their

scheme

if

have

I

When

the Knights included in

of " education "

the instruction of

the

hand, the right of a boy to be educated in a trade, he

dictated by the

Holy Ghost verbatim,

Goethe found in the Bible an invaluable store and
an inexhaustible mine of poetry; he ranked it far above
Homer. Read the passage in Humboldt's Kosinos,
where he expresses his admiration for the Hebrew
and more especially the poetry of the psalms!
The sacred books of all nations, and particularly
the Bible form the basis of our modern ethics.
That
the Bible should bear traces of the times in which it
was written, is quite natural. But it also points far
beyond its time, in that it contains germs which have
developed into a higher ethical culture. It is this that
literature

gives to the Bible

The

its

value.

when regarded from

would only answer affirmatively for himself, and was
not willing to do so for the Knights of Labor.
It is
well known that the Knights of Labor restrict the education of the hand, which they have no more right to
do than they have to restrict the education of the
mind. Thej' have no more right to forbid a boy to
learn a trade than they have to forbid him to learn
reading, writing, and arithmetic, for by the aid of these
he may some time or other compete with some Knight
for a job.
They have no more right to sentence a boy
to hard labor for life with a shovel, a wheelbarrow, and
a hod, than they have to sentence him to hard labor in
So long as they persist in doing it
the penitentiary.
they will fail to get the sympathy of just and liberal
men outside the order, and they will lose the sympathy
Their platof many just and liberal men inside of it.
form must come to the test of the spirit-level, and all
Otherwise the
its inequalities must be planed away.

narrow bigotry, becomes a tissue of almost unexplainable absurdities.
How many things, which can be explained by the ideas and manners prevalent in those
times, must now appear incongruous.
No matter how
much the irreligious and flippant scoffer may differ
from the bigot in his ultimate, opinion concerning the
Bible, his view nevertheless coincides with the latter's
in that they both gauge the Bible according to the same
standard.
Both demand proofs of absolute truth; and
because the infidel does not find them he deprecates it
and ridicules the pretensions of believers. Both the
bigot and the scoffer lack scientific insight.
If we consider the Bible from the standpoint of the
severest and most radical criticism, we shall only learn
to prize it all the more, on account of its poetical treasures and on account of the valuable evidence it affords
of the growth of religious, ethical and philosophical

order will be an obstacle in the path to liberty, a hin-

ideas.

drance

Bible,

From

to the elevation of labor.

tific

THE BIBLE AND FREE THOUGHT.

this standpoint

of careful

the standpoint of

and earnest scien-

investigation the Bible will be read with the great-

former view believe that the Bible was revealed by divine inspiration and communicated word for word.

and edification.
W^e prize our old legends of fairies and witches,
heroes and ogres, of the shepherd boy who slays the
giant and becomes a king, but we are blind to the
beauty of the story of David and Goliath. And why
are we unable to appreciate its charm?
Is it not be-

They declare

that

cause,

solute truth.

The advocates

est pleasure

At present there are two distinct views concerning
the Bible, viz., that of the so-called orthodox, and that
of

the

radical.

irreligious

book

sider

it

They

ridicule

a

it

it

Those

advocating

contains nothing but truth,
of the latter

the

—ab-

view con-

paradoxes and contradictions.
as the non plus ultra of superstition

full of

and the very basis

of bigotry.

man

when we

first

read

it

with our teacher, the hu-

features of the story were ignored?

They were

purposely thrown aside and something superhuman,

something awe-inspiring waswrongl}' substituted; and
made the whole tale unintelligible to the child.

this

—
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is

Bible

stories

if

mine

a rich

not distorted by narrow-minded bigotry
child's love

for

the historian finds records which

satisfied,

is

The

for every one.

knowledge of
customs and habits,
its beliefs and superstitions, its laws and its culture.
And above all, those who want to found their actions
upon a firm basis of rules and principles, who aspire
toward religious or ethical ideals, will find the most
are of the greatest importance for our

the patriarchal era of mankind,

fertile fields in the

books

of

its

the Bible,

if

they search

prejudiced neither by credulous ac-

in the right spirit,

ceptance nor flippant rejection of all their contents.
The Old Testament is one of the strongest supports
of free thought,

and the words

ever}' evil will beget a

for evil,

we

new

alone,

it

if

outlast the worldly

come

wisdom

of

retaliation.

Mr. Salter, the well known lecturer of the Society
The Christian

for Ethical Culture in Chicago, speaks in

Register (Jan. ig, 1888) of the significance of Jesus for
our time. He says: " The charm about the name of
is that he dared believe in something different
from what he saw about him. He loved justice in his
soul, but with his eyes he saw injustice."

Jesus

Ye

Christ's word, "

We

yet understood.
"

rule:

An

eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth."

one does injustice
best

remedy

justice.

It

" to

code

lesson to

race which people even to-day have not
are still prone to obey the old

human

the

resist not evil," is a

is
is

to

him

for

If

another, this other thinks the
in

his

turn to do another in-

almost an unwritten law of our social

render

evil for evil

and

railing for railing."

oppresses the workingmen, the
trades-unions expect to help themselves by committing
must be educated to " a pera similar injustice.
If

the

monopolist

We

ception," as

Wheelbarrow

says, " strong

that freedom to oppress others
will

perhaps take some centuries

is

He who

right the

to see

not freedom."

It

society to learn

for

and himself

that the wrong-doer injures others

more.

enough

still

seeks revenge by retaliating does not

wrong but aggravates it. He intends
and increases injustice.

to re-

store justice

There are but few who can distinguish between an
honest fight with their adversary and a hateful persecution of their enemy. The former is our duty, the
latter is deplorable, and if done in a cowardly manner
with the help of

So long

as

we

lies

and slander,

it is

even despicable.

stick to the old rule of rendering evil

acts in ac-

They

will

noble and sublime from the ideal point of view, but
also from the lower standpoint of practical prudence.

We

would therefore

call

the attention of the free-

The one will find
him treasures of most radical thought, love
of justice and truth, which he did not expect, and the
other will learn that Christ was different from what he
Our
is generally represented in the orthodox pulpits.
in store for

of the spirit.

we

be recognized more and more, not only as

to

almost nineteen centuries and have not as yet

humanity. The radical freethought of the Bible is
perhaps not understood by those who say " Lord,
Lord," who read and worship the letter and lose sight

if

cordance with the teachings of Christ, which finally
must be recognized as true in their spirit and humane
They are right and correct and will
in their nature.

thinker and of the bigot to the Bible.

They have been wrongly interpreted, they
have been scoffed at and ridiculed, they have been
criticised and condemned, but they survived nevertheless, and will live on in the ethical development of

who

velous stories told in the Bible, but he

of Christ are so full of

power.

But

fight

truth and righteousness that they have rung through
lost their

evil.

our struggles honestly without
bearing any hatred toward our adversary, evil will be
exterminated.
The real Christian is not he who believes the marlet

modern

ethical civilisation

teachings and

we have

is

evolved from the biblical

not as yet been able fully to

comprehend all the ideas embodied in them, nor to reMr. Salter in the above
alize them in actual life.
quoted article says: " Religion must inspire to personal
and social reform. That is the only thing that is reAll else is the tradition
ligion in the modern world.
of an earlier time, when justice and judgment were
committed to other hands than man's." * * * "We
•

We have to do
We have to obey

cannot pray for justice any longer.
We cannot say. Thy kingdom come.

God who commands

the

any one who claims

it.

us to create

it."

be a teacher of free thought
and ethical progress, disdains the prophets in the Old
Testament, or the Doctrines of Christ in the New
If

to

Testament, if he scoffs at his followers, the Apostles,
Paul, Augustin or Luther, because they were in many
respects not so far advanced as we are now, he seems
to me like an engineer who foolishly prattles about the
stupidity of

Watt and Stephenson

or other great in-

ventors because their engines were poor in comparison
An engineer of such stamp
to the engines of to-day.
will

not

become an

Due

inventor.

appreciation of the merits of the past

reverence for and
is

the only founda-

on which a truly grand future can be built.
Radicalism is needed in our churches and our clergy
should know that free- thought in its best sense can
never destroy religion, but on the other hand religion

tion

—

—

wanted among our freethinkers. They should know
is the most radical power of a consistent free thought which in constant opposition to
narrow-minded bigotry leads humanitj- onwards in the

is

that true religion

?

path of progress.
Evil

is

of Heart.

wrought by want
Hood.

of

<-•

thought as well as want

—
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two neighboring
window panes with ice flowers, but

north wind howled round the

houses, covered the

within doors one day followed the other with varied

more enjoyhappy
whether they were alone or whether the friends

coloring and full of light, and each evening,

able than the other, passed over the heads of the

couple,

of the husband, the instructors of the people, sat with

them at the tea-table where a simple meal was spread.
For the friends of her husband and their clever con-

The

versations are pleasant to the lady of the house.

lamp throws a festive light in Use's chamber, the curtains
are drawn, the table well-furnished, and a decanter of
wine is placed on it when the gentlemen enter. Frequently the conversation begins with trifles; the friends
wish to show their esteem for the Professor's wife one
talks a little about concerts and another recommends a
new picture or book. But sometimes they come out from

—

the study in eager conversation

;

their discourse

is

attractive,

but on the whole

refreshes her mind.

it

gives her pleasure and

Then Use

which have been

In such conversations the wife of the scholar learned

much

that

sible.

Thus

quietly there, her

active in her

—

—

women

to other

remained incomprehen-

there were, for instance, the

Few women

beians.

Roman

understand what that means.

ple-

The

gave tea-parties, never played on
grand pianos, never wore hoop-skirts, and never read
French novels. This class is a very odious institution

old plebeians never

which has been buried
the wife of a philologist

would be impossible

in the ruins
is

the plebeians.

She

they consisted

of

of antiquity.

informed concerning

But

all this.

It

Use heard about
Silently she sympathized with

to recount all that

plebeians and patricians.

entirely repudiated the idea that

and a wanton
them to be sturdy farmers and
who, in unison, valiantly fought

insignificant people

rabble, and considered
politicians

fearless
sits

work, fall into her
lap, and she listens reverently.
No one who is not a
professor's wife can have any idea how charmingly the
conversation of the learned flows. All can speak well,
all are eager and all have a composed manner that becomes them well. Discussion arises and they begin to
argue on weighty points, their opinions clash, they contradict each other, one says first black, the other white;
the first shows that he is in the right and the second refutes him and drives him into a corner.
Now his wife
thinks, how will he get out of this; but she need have no
anxiety, he is not at a loss
by a sudden sally he gains
the advantage; then the other comes with new reasons
and carries the matter still further, and the others join in,
they become eager and their voices are raised, and
whether at last they convince one another or each remains of his own opinion which is frequently the case
it is always a pleasure to see
light thrown on difficult
questions on all sides.
If one of them has said something really important and arrived at the heart of the
matter, it puts them all into an elevated mood it seems
as if a supernatural light had burst in on them.
But
the cleverest of all, and he whose opinion is listened to
with the greatest respect, is always the dear husband of
hands,

always returning to the point which the others had
already surmounted.
She discovered that even an unlearned woman could, from the discourse of the wise
men, discern something of their character; and when
the guests were gone she ventured to express a modest
judgment upon the learning and character of individuals,
and she was proud when Felix allowed that she had
judged rightly.

not

always quite within her comprehension, nor always very
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against the unjust patricians to the very end.

In con-

nection with this she thought of her father, and at times

wondered whether some of her acquaintances would
have been plebeians had they been Romans.
The gentlemen were very friendly to her and almost
all had one quality which made their intercourse very
pleasant they were always willing to explain. At first
Use did not like to admit that she knew nothing of
many subjects; but one evening she seated herself by
her husband and began " I have come to one conclusion.

—

:

have been afraid to ask questions, not because
I was ashamed of my ignorance, why should I be.' but
on your account, that people might not remark what a
silly wife you have.
But if you approve of it I will now
Hitherto

I

do quite otherwise, for I observe that they take pleasure
in talking and will be willing to favor me with a 'winged
word,' as

Homer

says."

"Just so," said the husband; " they will like you the
better the more interest you show in them."
" I should like to

know

everything about the whole

world, in order to become like you; but

I

lack sadly the

;

the lady of the house.

Use, however, remarked that

men had

all

the learned gentle-

Some could
weak moments to

not the same amiable character.

not bear opposition and seemed in
consider their

own

importance more than the advanceAgain, one would only speak and

ment of truth.
would not listen, and narrowed the conversation by

ability to

The

comprehend."
new plan answered

learnt that

it

was

than to desist from
scientiously and

learn

;

admirably.

Use

soon

easier to persuade her friends to talk

at

it.

For they explained to her conwhat she wished to

great length

but they sometimes forgot that the capacity of a

woman who

is

receiving

developed as their

They seemed
earth.
society,

own

new

impressions

is

not so fully

art of teaching.

to her to

hover like gods over the

But they partook of the lot of the ambrosial
for the pure peace which they sent into the
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hearts of mortals did not always prevail

was

selves and

easily frightened

away by

among them-

the throwing of

It was Use's fate
the apple of the Goddess of Discord.
when she v/as beginning to

Nothing then remained
and

that since

summer

last

I

new

attracted to

a

home, a vehement feud broke out among the immortals of Olympus.
On a dark winter day the stormy wind beat against
the window, concealing the adjacent v'ood behind
clouds of driving snow. Use heard in her husband's

So

first

the sharp tones of Professor Struvelius in a
weighty flow of eloquence, and at intervals the long and

room

She could not distinguish
the words, but the sound of the two voices was similar

into

your neighborhood.

self,

and knows

is

tinued a longtime and Use wondered that Struvelius should
speak at such length. When at last he was gone, Felix

an unusual hour and paced silently
for some time, occupied in deep thought.

entered her room

at

up and down
At last he began abruptly:
"

I

am

placed in a position that obliges

me

to

com-

of

it

"

to strangers."
I

have unwillingly broken

choice but to be frank with

my

my

silence.

associate.

I

had no

The realm

of

unbounded and it does not often happen that
associates in the same university pitch upon the same
work. Nay, for obvious reasons, they avoid competition.
If, therefore, by accident such a coincidence occurs, the
most delicate consideration should be mutually shown by
members of the same institution. To-day Struvelius told
learning

me

is

knew

had been occupied about Tacitus and
he requested some particulars of me. He asked me about
the manuscripts that I had seen and collated years ago in
that he

I

"

hard

had made
«

quired Use.
" I gave him what
replied the Professor.
it is

I

to

him what you knew ?"

in-

possessed, as a matter of course,"

"

For whatever he may do with

sure to be a gain to learning."
" Then he will make use of your labors for the ad-

vancement of his own! Now he will appear before the
world in your plumes," lamented Use.
"Whether he will make proper use of what has
been given him, or misuse

it, is

his affair;

it is

my duty to

have confidence in the honor of a respectable colleague.
That I did not for a moment doubt; but, indeed, another idea occurred to me. He was not quite open with
me: he acknowledged that he was occupied with a
criticism on some passages of Tacitus; but I feel certain
that he concealed the most important particulars from me.

a philologist, like

me
my-

great importance this author

only consolation," said Use, "

is

that

if

Stru-

awaits him at the hands of

fate

my sensible father."

of the defiance of his stern father-in-

law was consoling to the Professor, and he laughed.
"On this point I am safe; but what can he want
with Tacitus? his department was formerly not con-

—

cerned with the historians.

It

can scarcely be imagined;

but the most improbable things happen!

Has

the lost

manuscript, by any accident, been found and got into his

hands ?

But

" It

folly to

it is

worry about that."
up and down and, shaking

strode vehemently

his wife's
is

hand with great emotion, exclaimed at last:
always disgusting to find oneself mastered by

selfish feelings."

He again went to his work and when Use gently
opened the door she saw him busy writing. Toward
evening, however, when she looked after his lamp and
announced the arrival of the Doctor, he was sitting leaning his head on his hand in moody thought. She stroked
his hair gently, but he scarcely noticed it.
The Doctor did not take the affair so much to heart;
but was very angry, both at the secret dealings of the
other and at the magnanimity of his friend, and a lively
discussion ensued.

"

May

you never regret

part," exclaimed

the

money from your

silver.

this

Doctor.

frank action on your
"

The man

will

coin

Believe me, he will play you a

trick."

" After all," concluded the Professor thoughtfully,
not worth while to excite myself about it. Should
by any improbable and unforeseen accident, really
have come into possession of something new, he has a
to what I have colright to all the materials at hand
lected and to my assistance, so far as it is in my power
If he is only exercising his acuteness on the
to give it.
"

for myself."

Then you imparted

My

The thought

other countries and about the fac-simile of the characters
I

now of what

is

velius wishes to disinter the manuscript in our place, a

He

municate with my colleagues about our manuscript."
Use looked up at him inquiringly. Since her marriage there had been no talk about Tacitus.
" I thought it was your intention not to speak again

He

discovery.

brought

me."

to

earnest talk of her husband.

to the whir of bird's wings or the rival singing of the
thrush and the ill-omened crow. The conversation con-

I

plainly

author,

have been the more

him by the possibility of
showed him the account which

that soon after her arrival,
feel at

I

me but to tell him
warm interest in that

to

that I have long had a

it is

he,

—

existing text,

all

insignificant as

he

may be

able to accomplish will be

compared with our

childlike

expecta-

tions."

Thus imperceptibly and harmlessly

did this cloud

on the academical horizon.
month had passed, and the Professor had often
met his colleague. It could not be deemed strange that
Struvelius never let the name of Tacitus pass his silent
lips; nevertheless, the Professor watched the conduct of
arise

A

his colleague

with concern, for he thought he noticed

that the other avoided him.

;
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One quiet evening Felix Werner was sitting with
Use and the Doctor at the tea-table, when Gabriel entered and laid a small pamphlet, wrapped in a common
newspaper, before the Professor. The Professor tore
off the cover, glanced at the title and silently handed the
pamphlet to the Doctor. The Latin title of this book,
translated,

was

—"A Fragment of Tacitus: being a trace
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cupied with this bridge-maker, for the

name

But the editor had shown from

several times.

name,
and from the fragments of destroyed words, that the
strip of parchment was the last remains of a manuscript
of Tacitus, and that the words belonged to a lost portion
of the Annals; and he had at last proved from the character of the

shadowy

letters that the strip

of parchment

of a lost manuscript.

did not belong to any extant manuscript of the

Struvelius, etc."

but that

Communicated by Dr. Friedobald
Without saying a word the friends

rose and carried the treatise into the Professor's study.

Use remained behind,

reading the Latin text

compelling himself to

She heard her husband
aloud and perceived that he was
master his excitement by slow

startled.

"

How

in pipes, know the benefit of the paperan invention which was commonly called fidibus
they know the normal length and breadth of such a

ness

strip

of paper which our fathers formerly used to

make

musty old records. Such a strip, certainly not of
paper, but cut from a sheet of parchment, had fallen
into the hands of the author.
But the strip had previously undergone a hard fate.
Two hundred years be-fore it had been glued by a bookbinder on the back of a
thick volume, to strengthen the binding, and he had for
out of

object covered it thickly with glue.
On the removal of the glue there appeared characters of an old
monk's writing. The word Amen and some holy names
made it certain that what was written had served to
promote Christian piety. But under this monk's writing other and larger Latin characters were visible, very
this

faded, indeed almost entirely defaced,

from which one

could with some difficulty distinguish the

Now,

Piso.

Roman name

Professor Struvelius had, by perseverance,

and by the employment of some chemical means, made
it possible to read this under-writing, and from the form
of the characters it was a work of antiquity. But as the

parchment
sheet,

it

fidibus

was only

a piece cut from an entire

naturally did not contain complete sentences,

only single words, which

on the soul of the reader
like the lost notes of distant music borne by the wind to
the ear, no melody could be made from it.
It was that
which had attracted the author. He had ascertained and
filled in the disjointed words and guessed at the whole
of the remaining leaf.
By the wonderful application
of great learning, he had, from a few shadowy spots of
the fidibus, restored the whole page of a parchment
writing, as it might have read twelve hundred years ago.
It was an astonishing work.

From

this there

fell

was the following

result:

Most

although scarcely legible to common eyes,
tlicre had been written on the strip of parchment a certain Pontifex Piso
liter.<illy translated, "pea the bridgemaker." The parchment strip appeared very much oc-

distinctly,

—

Roman,

unknown, which had

After reading the treatise the friends sat gloomy
and thoughtful. At last the Doctor exclaimed:
to call

was smoked

originated in one, quite

it

been destroyed.

and firm reading. The contents of this fatal writing
must not be withheld from the reader.
Older contemporaries of the period in which tobacco
lighter,

recurred

this

unfriendly to conceal this from you, and yet

upon you for assistance."
" That signifies little," replied the Professor.

I

cannot approve of the

work

itself;

" But

an over-great acute-

is applied
to uncertain matter, and objections
might be made against much that he has restored and
supposed. But why do you not say openly what interests us both much more than the mistakes of a whimsical
man? We are on the track of a manuscript of Tacitus,
and here we find a fragment of such a manuscript, w hich
has been cut up by a bookbinder after the Thirty Years'
War. The gain which might accrue to our knowledge
from this little fragment is so insignificant that it would
not pay for the energy expended on it, being a matter of
indifference to all the world except to us.
For, my

friend, if a manuscript of Tacitus has really
to

such

strips,

have been

it is

in all probability the

in search of.

"

We

become

What

is

been cut

in-

same which we

the result?" he added,

from a dreamy
which has perhaps too long made fools of us."
" How can this parchment be a part of the manuscript of our friend Bachhuber?" asked the Doctor;
" many prayers have been written here over the old
bitterly.

free ourselves

vision

text."

•

"Who

can assure us that the monks of Rossau have
not written their spiritual aspirations over at least some
faded sheets? It is not usual, but nevertheless possible."

"Above

all,

you must see

strip yourself," said the

rate examination

may

Struvelius's

Doctor, decidedly.

parchment

"An

accu-

explain much."

me to speak to him about it,
do so to-morrow."
The day following the Professor entered the room of
his colleague Struvelius more composedly.
"You can imagine," he began, "that I have read
your treatise with especial interest. After what I have
communicated to you concerning an unknown manu" It

but yet

not agreeable to

is

I shall

script of Tacitus,

you must perceive

discovering this manuscript

very

that our prospect of

much

diminished, if
the strip of parchment has been cut from the leaves of a
Tacitus which was preserved in Germany two hundred
is

years ago."

"If

it

has been cut?" repeated

Struvelius, sharply.
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has been cut from it. And what you have communime about this concealed treasure at Rossau was

" It

cated to

very indefinite and I am not of the opinion that much
value is to be attached to it. If, in fact, there was a
manuscript of Tacitus in existence there, it has undoubtedly been cut up, and this ends the question."
" If such a manuscript was in existence there?" re-

But I have come
" It was in existence.
you to show me the parchment leaf. Since
the contents have been published there can be no objec-

torted Felix.
to request

tion to it."

EVOLUTION AND IDEALISM.
In No. 23.
PRor. E. D. Cope
A very able statement of Positivism and scientific inquiry versus the imagination of a wrong Idealism. Prof. Cope treats this stjbject with perspicuity
and strength. His essay should be compared with the Editorial of No. 35
"Idealism, Realism and Monism."

REFLEX MOTIONS.
In No. 24.
G. H. Schneider
G. H. Schneider's book, Dcr Mcnschluhe IVillc, is one of the most prominent deliniations of modern psychological research. The essay on Reflex MoIt contains the
tions is a translation of the basic chapter of Schneider's work.
fundamental propositions of physiological psychology.

THE EDUCATION OF PARENTS BY THEIR CHILDREN.
THE ANIMAL SOUL AND THE HUMAN SOUL.
Cari's Sterne

Essays

L.

:

quite justifiable, but

am no

I

longer in possession of the

To whom am

to apply ?" asked the Professor,

I

surprised.

Even upon

that point

I

am

at present

obliged to be

silent."

"That

me

"and forgive

strange," exclaimed Felix;

is

for speaking plainly,

it

is

worse than unfriendly.

the importance of this fragment great or little,
ought not to be withdrawn from the eyes of others

For be
it

after the publication

of

its

contents.

It

is

incumbent

upon you to enable others to prove the correctness of
your restoration of the text."
" That I allow," replied Struvelius. " But I am not
in a position to enable you to see this strip."
"

Have you

sufficiently considered,"

exclaimed the

Professor, excitedly, "that by this refusal you expose
yourself to the misinterpretation of strangers, to charges

which never ought
name?"

to

be brought

in contact

with your

consider myself quite capable of being the guardian of my own good name and must beg of you to

"

I

leave
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I have nothing further to say to you," re-

plied Felix, and

went toward the door.

All

connnunications should be addressed to

THE

In going he observed that the middle door opened,
and the Professor's wife, alarmed at the loud tones of

good spirit,
with her hand stretched imploringly toward him. But
he, after a hurried salutation, closed the door and went

the speakers,

made her appearance

like a

I

P. O.

DRAWER

OE'EOiT COTTI^T,

Nixon Building,

175

La Salle

Street,)

CHICAGO,

F.

ILL.
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